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Executive Summary
Overview
United Methodist Children’s Services (UMCS) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit in Washington Park that
addresses poverty in the local community through a multifaceted approach. This includes
affordable housing, childcare, resources, and community engagement. In our scoping meeting,
Chatter Communication Specialists identified 4 objectives UMCS wanted to address in this
communication audit. 

Identify gaps/missed opportunities for communicating mission and values with all
stakeholders.
Identify the best communication channels/vehicles for various stakeholders and how to
better drive home mission and values.
Identify new opportunities/stakeholders to appeal to. 
Identify how UMCS can best reach potential supporters of the organization. 

Objectives

Surveys: We sent out two surveys regarding communication channels with the goal of
discovering gaps in communication and identifying new communication channels. One survey
was catered towards tenants utilizing UMCS’s housing services. The other survey was crafted
for UMCS’s community partners. 
Interviews: Three 10-15 minute interviews with UMCS tenants supplemented the survey
findings.
Focus groups: One 30 minute focus group was conducted with UMCS’s community
engagement team. 
Social media audit: A social media audit was conducted examining UMCS’s Facebook and
website. It also compared the Facebook and website platforms of similar nonprofits: Metcalfe
Community Bridges and the Cathedral Center. 

Research Methodologies
When gathering data, we utilized four main methods: surveys, interviews, focus groups, and a
social media audit. 
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A Bold Rebrand
Clarify mission and hone values
Launch rebrand for 60th-anniversary event
Leverage tenant and community partner feedback to inform how UMCS markets itself

Update UMCS's Website
Implement community-centric messaging 
Utilize stories
Reorganize for improved accessibility

Embrace New Channels
Texting
Social Media
A complete-team outreach effort
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Tenant Surveys



Tenant Surveys

For complete
data analytics,

please visit:

https://bit.ly/3P6zUsY

https://bit.ly/3P6zUsY


Tenant Interviews



Community Partner Surveys

For complete
data analytics,

please visit:

https://bit.ly/3Fsi1QU

https://bit.ly/3Fsi1QU


Community Engagement Team



Community Engagement Team
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Findings: Website Findings: Facebook
Facebook is a highly impactful platform for
community engagement; this channel is
accessible, and has helpful tools for analytics. 
We chose to do an analysis on UMCS's Facebook
because of how it can be maximized to
strengthen its community engagement. 
We compared UMCS's Facebook to similar
organizations that utilize Facebook very well. 
After analyzing, comparing, and contrasting, we
conlcluded that UMCS has the following
opportunities  with Facebook as a channel:

Utilize hashtags (identify appropriate
hashtags) 

Hashtags help increase visibility and gives
the community a way to participate. 
Hashtag could be helpful in catering
visibility to either a client focused
message, or donor focused message.

We chose to do an analysis on UMCS' website
because of survey feedback. We identified
Metcalfe Park Community Bridges and Cathedral
Center as comparable organizations. 
Both Metcalfe Park Community Bridges and
Cathedral Center have mission statements and
value statements on the front page of their
website. UMCS however, has a picture of a young
girl with the message: "UMCS, where miracles
happen". UMCS also has a lot of information on
poverty, and what poverty is. Based on the
website analysis, we concluded the following: 

UMCS should have its mission and vision on
the front page. Every decision is filtered
through mission and vision. 
Put information about poverty into an FAQ. 
Put more stories about tenants and
volunteers to communicate values and
increase engagement.
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